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Veterans
honored at
Memorial Day
•
ceremonies
Retired Staff Sgt. Don Haley looks on as a speaker
from the Ellensburg Chapter of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows remembers war heroes at
High Valley Cemetery on Monday. The day of
rememberance takes on. more meaning at this time
with the events of Sept. 11 and American troops
engaged in a time of war. Memorial Day was first
observed May 5, 1868. Congress officially. set aside
the last Monday in May for the holiday in 1968.
Kevin Endejan/Observer

Student Village fire leaves Central faculty seek
, three residents ' homeless colleCtive bargaining
Residents: of one Sfudent Village
apartment had an unpleasant start to
their Memorial Day weekend. A fire
gutted their three-bedroom apartment on Friday night while the residents were not at home.
Roommates Thabioso Leshoai,
Jerry Mooketsane had been at h0me
for the weekend, but had just left the
house. Third resident Jesse Pilcher
was out of town.
''I'm just glad I wasn't inside the

Jaimee Castaneda/Observer

The Ellensburg Fire Department sorts thro_
ugh the rubble
after a fire at Student Village Friday night.

See BLAZE, Page 2

-----INSIDE THE SECTION
POLICE BRIEFS PG.

said. "Class sizes could be an issue,
health benefits could be an issue, or
the. technology on their desks."
Each · university chooses which
With hundreds of faculty members at Central Washington instructors are .included under the
University, negotiating contracts and term "faculty." Central's teaching
terms of employment for each indi- staff includes tenured and tenurevidual is apt to be inconsistent and track faculty, and adjunct professors,
time consuming. A new bill signed grad students and instructors who do
by Gov. Gary Locke oh April 4 gives not receive the same benefits as other
Washington state higher-ed faculty professors because they are not facthe option to use collective bargain- ulty.
A pamphlet distributed by the
. ing in negotiating their employment
American Federation of teachers
terms.
According to the state senate bill states, "In some states and institureport for SB 6440, "Faculty mem- tions, staff members without faculty
bers at state four-year institutions of rank have been explicitly included in
decisionhigher education are granted the right representative
to bargain over wages, hours and making ... staff have expressed their
working conditions." The bill allows right to be heard through collective
one bargaining unit for each universi- bargaining."
ty to represent the needs of the facul- ·
In the past, faculty members
ty.
asked the Board of Trustees to
The first steps in facilitating the approve collective bargaining, but
bill at Central would be to decide were denied because the board stated
what constitutes a faculty member, they needed to study the issue more. ·
do the faculty wish to use collective
"It (collective bargaining) went to
bargaining and what terms do the the' administration and it went to the
faculty wish to include in a contract board and was rejected. And there's
with the university.
absolutely nothing you can do about
"Whatever the faculty feel is an
issue they can negotiate," Spike Arlt,
. . See FACULTY, Page 2
professor e.rn~itus apd bill proponent

by Emily Bonden
Staff reporter

by Meredith Willingham
News editor
Jaimee Castaneda
Asst. news editor
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TUITION INCREASE PG. 5
FIND OUT HOW THE INCREASE WILL BENEFIT YOU
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BLAZE: Fire damages one uilit

Police Briefs
Compiled by Ben Lewis
Staff reporter
Car Gets Stabbed

A vehicle vandalism . report
was made May 21 to Campus
Police. A 1989 Acura was found
in the T-22 parking lot with two
. flat tires. The car was rushed to a
tire shop in Yakima where it
received two new tires. Total
damage was $160.
Streaker Cited!

On May 23, police responded
to a report that a male was exposing himself on the community
ball fields northeast of campus.
A softball team of I 0-year-old
girls was in the middle of practice when the 19-year-old
Central student was seen running
naked on the fields. When police
arrived, he had his clothes back
on but was quickly pointed out
by some parents. He was arrested
and cited for indecent exposure.
Really Bad Day

An officer on patrol on May
24 observed a_Ford Explorer failing to make a complete stop on
18th and Walnut and decided to
follow. The vehicle then began
driving on the centerline and the
officer pulled the vehicle over.
There were three male subjects

in the car and there was a strong
odor of alcohol. The 19-year-old
driver was given a field sobriety
test and subsequently, arrested
for DUI. The passengers were
also underage and cited for
MIP's. The car was then
searched, and revealed some
drug paraphernalia adding another charge to the driver's resume.
s·t udent Village
Smoke

Up In

On May 24 a report of a fire
at Student Village was called in.
When officers arrived, there was
visible smoke and high flames
coming from the living room of
apartment C-20. Officers made
sure no one was inside and
secured the area while the Fire
Department was on arrival. The
cause of the fire was attributed to
the baseboard heater. Total damage was $50,000.
Vandals Hit the Japanese
Garden

A report was made on May 25
that the Japanese Garden had
been vandal.ized. Lanterns,
benches and rock$ were spray
painted with offensive and racist
language.
McConnell
Auditorium was also vandalized, apparently by the same subject or subjects.

The Observer is looking for a systems manager starting Fall quarter.
Responsibilities for this student position include fixing application and
basic network problems, assigning network permissions, training and supporting users, and recommending upgrades. Knowiedge of Mac OS,
HTML, and PHP a plus, but not required. For details, call 963-1026.

Continued from page 1
apartment," Mooketsane said.
A Student Village resident called
the fire department at 10:55 p.m.
after she smelled smoke and found
her neighbors' apartment ablaze.
The fire department' arrived eight
minutes later to control the flames
. pouring out of the the living room
windows.
Apartment managers an~ fire

department personnel evacuated res- $50,000.
idents of the "C" complex as a pre'The damage is very extensive
cautionary measure before the blaze and there·isn't a lot that will be salwas completely under control. vaged," Steve Johnson, operation
Firefighters were able to isolate the · manager for housing, said.
fire to the one apartment and extinThe living room wa~ completely
guish the flames within twenty min- destroyed, but the bedrooms escaped
utes.
extensive damage.
"The cause of the fire was a comTueday afternoon, university
bustable too close to a heater,". housing staff helped recover usable
Robert Schmidt, Ellensburg Fire clothing and set the tenants up with a
Chief, said.
$100 laundry voucher at Brooklane
The damages were estimated at Village.

FACULTY: State bill paves way for
long-sought bargaining agreement
Continued from page 1
it," Arlt said.
With the new bill faculty have the
right to choose for themselves without interference from the university.
In an electio11 conducted by the
Faculty Senate in I 997, 72 percent
voted in favor of bargaining.
One feature of the bargaining bill
is that it ensures communication
between faculty and university.
Strikes and lockouts are prohibited
under the. bill and if the parties cannot agree on contract terms, mediation may be brought in to oversee
and weigh the differing views.
"A contract would make things
more uniform anq more predictable,"
Lila Harper, vice president of the
United Faculty of Central and
adjunct professor, said. "It would
give an individual a better sense of
what's expected."
Harper views collective bargaining as a change in the proce~s of

negotiating, but not in the actual benefits or conditions of employment. In
each step of contract building the
faculty would vote, making the system very democratic. Bargaining
also eliminates the large number of
people addressing the administration.
"It's easier to deal with because
it's a representative of a group rather
than individuals each bringing their
case forward," Harper said.
If the faculty chooses to accept
collective bargaining they must
select a "sole bargaining agent" to
represent them. At Central that agent
would most likely be the United
Faculty of Central.
Before making a decision about
the bill, faculty must. be educated on
the bargaining structure and at least
30 percent must express interest in
moving forward. A collective bargaining election would not be held
until after the new bill takes effect on
October 1, 2002.

The Kittitas County Job Fair will be held from noon to 4 p.m. on June
5 at the Hal Holmes Center. Prospective employees should bring a resume
and be prepared for interviews. Health care, manufacturing, agriculture and
the armed forces will be represented among others. Students seeking
internships, summer jobs or want to stay in the valley after graduation are
encouraged to attend. Call Cynthia Murray at 963-1984 for more info.

We have great

Last chance for Spring Quarter.

==>

Deli Sandwiches

Don't be left out - We close at 12 noon
on Friday, J'une 7.

==>

Fresh Salads

==>

Soft Drinks

==>

Huge assortment
of imported and
microwbrew beers

we11n·ess is a wonderful thing..
Join the team that
distributes it.
And make SSS, too.

[fl

Summer Hours:

Medical &Counseling Services Available
June 17 thru August 16, 2002
Hours: 8 to 12 noon and 1 to 3 pm
Monday thru Friday

Call

nu L1fe lnlernallonal
ft\uC}o Cordner

®

NIKKEN

Independent Distributor

00115

Please call 963-1881 for medical services or
963-1391 for counseling services
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ASCWU
Campus Life
Central Washington University
Zilkha Renewable Energy
The Burg
The Quake
D & M Coffee
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
E-Ville Industries
Jerrol's Inc.
Rodeo City Graphics
Rodeo Records
Salon Fenix
The Mint
Yamaha Jacks
Brown and Jackson
Central Washington Truss Inc.
Fitterer's Furniture
Friends of Washoe
Hair by Roseanne
Mountain Star
Next Wave
·
Ostranders Drug
· Shirt Works
Waste Management of Washington
CWU ROTC
Children's Activity Museum
Rental Service Corp.
Jansen Distributing
Cascade Clear

Q
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Connection Card
by Ken Whittenberg
Staff reporter
With the coming of PeopleSoft
and more freshmen, a decision has
been made to re-card the entire campus with new Connection Cards.
Because Social Security numbers
are an unacceptable way of student
identification new Connection Cards
will be required for all students and
faculty for fall quarter.
The PeopleSoft system, which
has been a work-in-progress for
more than a year, will replace the
Social Security numbers which currently identifiy students, with· an
eight-digit number. The number is
already found on paycheck stubs.
Students who have not yet enrolled
for fall quarter and incoming students will still have their Social
Security numbers used for identification.
"By September, PeopleSoft will
be in place, at least concerning
Connection
Cards,"
Marilyn
Thompson, manager of the
Connection Card office, said.
The implementation of the entire
PeopleSoft system won't be in place
until summer 2003. By then, all
campus operations which depend on

the identification of a student for
access to information or entry into a
building, will be done with a
PeopleSoft number.
In September, returning students
will be able to turn in their old
Connection Cards at the SUB and
receive new cards. Students who do
not turn in their old cards will find
they can't use them for a meal purchase or entry to certain buildings
that use Connection Cards for
access, like the Brooklane preschool.
"Students will probably not have
to · come in to have their pictures
taken," Thompson said.
•
New pictures will not be required
of returning stud'"ents because the
Connection Card office already has
the photos in the database and can
use them on the new cards.
If students or faculty want to have
new pictures on their Connection
Card they can arrange to have a
photo after they have exchanged
their old card for a new one.
If you have any questions concerning your Connection Card, the
Connection Card office is in the Sue
Lombard building or can be reached
at 963-2711.

Q: When does a criminal
conviction help you get a job?
,A:

Never.

If you successfully completed misdemeanor probation at least 3 years ago,
or OV or felony probation at least 5 years ago (10 years for class B felo-

nies), and have not subsequently been convicted of a crime, you may be
eligible to have a conviction vacated from public records. For all purposes,
including applications for employment, you are lawfully entitled to state
that you have never been convicted of that crime. (DUls, Class A and

Michael Bennett/Observer

What parking problem?
An unmarked police cruiser, on campus for a police training conference, is
parked illegally Wednesday morning in a staff parking lot. Parking was hard to
come by due to the conference and other activities taking place on campus.

GRADUATION
LODGING
Available on campus through
the CWU Conference Program

violent felonies and certain other crimes can never be vacated from criminal records.)

To determine eligibility to clear a criminal conviction, call or visit

www.washrecord.com
PAULT. FERRIS
Attorney at Law
925-4774
ptfe(ris@washrecord.com
No charge for telephone or E-mail inquiry.

LIVE
OFF CAMPUS
Save Up To
$ f ,300 per year•.•

Reminder from
a vice president

Call

800/7 52-4379
Reasonable
Rates

or
963..; 1141
For local motel-information contact
the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce at 888/925-2204

As the conclusion of another
school year draws closer, the student
affairs office at Central Washington
University reminds its students to
have fun, but be responsible.
"We respect our students' right to
celebrate, and we respect community standards," explains Charlotte
Tullos, vice president for student
affairs and enrollment management.
Tullos reminds students that
while the school year may be winding down, the student judicial code
is always in effect. "This university
prepares students for responsible citizenship and stewardship," Tullos
continues.
"We realize this is a time to celebrate aod have some fun," Tullos
concludes. "The overwhelming
majority of our students have performed exceptionally well this year
and deserve to celebrate their
accomplishments."

Linder

CIUROPRACTIC
MYRON H. LINDER, D.C.
SANDY UNDER, D.C.

"Professional Health Care
with aPersonal Touchr
\-

PROPERTIES

"

(

I

•

f.:

.J

.~ ~

W\'•lw.ellens.burgrenttds.com

Massage Therapy Available
Insurance -l»ersonal Injury
Labor &Industries • Medicare

925-7634

9&2-2570
LOAted Close to Campus

1111 N. AIW St., EDeas•ura
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Tuition increase is more than a quick~fix

The tuition will be raised and it
sucks. For starters, an extra $140
bucks per quarter will be forked out
by in-state undergraduates. It will
mean more hours at the part-time job
earning slave wages and less time
downtown fueling the local economy. Loans will grow and trust funds
will take a hit, but hopefully it will
not discourage anyone from returning next fall.
The administration has their reasons for increasing tuition and I have
been trying to sort through the complicated issue and how it will benefit
the student's education if not their
pocketbooks.
We are all aware of the money
problems the state is facing, and
since the state funds a majority of
public university budgets, Central
Washington University, along with
other public institutions, must find
ways to make up for what the state
cannot provide.
In theory, the state is supposed to
provide 70 percent of the schools
budget, and tuition picks up the
remaining 30 percent. In recent

years, however, budget cuts have
brought that ratio closer to fifty-fifty,
according to Central President
Jerilyn Mcintyre.
The state has allowed universities
to increases their tuitions charges by
, 14 percent next year to make up for
lost money.
The ASCWU/BOD agrees there
is need for an increase, but is battling
the proposed amount. They do not
feel there is a need for a 13.9 percent
increase, they want a number that
addresses the immediate needs of the
students and no more. The administration disagrees; they feel the
increase will let Central maintain
what it has now, and allow them to be
prepared in the future to better absorb
budget cuts and avoid a double-digit
tuition increase in consecutive years.
By raising tuition to near the
allowed
maximum,
President
Mcintyre said the university is
demonstrating a need for funds to the
state, and in the future when Central
is in a position to receive money, the
state will not be able to say they had
a chance to get more from tuition but
didn't take it.
The strongest argument I have
heard came from Central Provost
David Saltz. At a recent Residence
Hall Association meeting, he said
universities never want to cut programs or make it impossible for students to get programs that they want.
These, of course, lead to lay-offs and
delay graduation. In justifying the
tuition increase and using that statement, the provost said the extra

G

.C WU
ask you 'io
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Stephanie West/Observer

President Mcintyre speaks
to the RHA about tuition
last Wednesday.
money paid each quarter, as part of
the increase, will help to continue the
offering (and possibly the addition)

of courses students need to graduate.
However, if fewer courses are
offered because there isn't enough
money, students may have to stay
longer and pay for additional quarters
to finish their coursework. In a nutshell, if you are able to get done in a
more timely manner you pay less.
The administration has gone to
student groups on campus and
explained their case, and have posed
a question they want feedback on. If
they have correctly projected the
number and type of students who will
attend next year, and receive the 13.9
percent increase, there will. be a
reserve of about $200,000 that they
want the student's input on how to
spend.
The money can be allocated in
two ways. It could go to adding sections where there is the mo5t demand
or it can be used to reduce course
fees. Reducing course fees may pose
a problem because they are not distributed equally throughout the university.
I support the tuition increase,

which will be decided by the Board
of Trustees at their June 10 meeting,
and I _would like to see any extra
money spent on providing more
classes and assisting departments
that are struggling. It may seem like
a substantial increase, but I think its
benefits will be seen in the near
future through the continuation of all
the campus has to offer and avoiding
similar circumstances later on. I
would hope the increase is not so
much that it turns students away,
because with today's resources I
don't think financial burdens should
dissuade people from getting an education. In addition, President
Mcintyre said there are plans to setup
scholarships to help students offset
the increase. If you care where your
money goes, respond to the e-mail
sent to your groupwise accounts asking where you would like to see the
money spent, or e-mail your student
government,
ascwu@cwu.edu,
because they will make their own
~ecommendations on your behalf.
anyway.

IJ!I
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY

•

•

1n1on
-Hypocritical words
of wisdom for those
who will continue
at Central
Five years of college is coming to a close.
In one week, I, along with many other students
will be finishing what I consider a great experience here at Central Washington_University.
The most helpful thing I can do for the
future graduates of Central is to give you some
small words of advice. My final year, and in
particular my last full quarter (I still have a couple of summer classes before I'm officially

done), has been by far the most difficult.
Start preparing now for graduation. Instead of
putting off all of the difficult classes until the end,
spread ·them out. I know the idea of kicking back and
taking the easy classes your sophomore and junior years
is tempting. Why not just take 12 credits, you can make
up for it later, right? From experience, making up for it
later is not as great an idea as it sounded a year ago.
Spread your difficult classes out and don't take less than
15 credits; trust me it will come back to bite you.
The next thing I recommend is to have fun. Get out
and party, experience all the joys of college, because like
a flash, it will soon be over (assuming you don't party
too much). Take school seriously, but not too seriously.
You're here to learn, not to be completely stressed out.
There will be plenty of time for that when you graduate
and get a job. If I have one regret, it's that I didn't take

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Tuesday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words .
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

advantage of my time spent away from school.
Finally, join as many clubs and activities as possible.
Aside from adding a change of pace to the daily grind,
they will help spruce up your resume. I know it can be
time consuming, that's why I didn't do much outside of
what school required, but I really wish I would have
done more now.
I don't know whether to be happy or sad. For the past
18 years, I've completed the daily routine of getting up
at an ungodly hour in preparation for sitting in class to
learn. As lame as it sounds, it's almost become a habit.
Now it's time to get ready to step into the "real world,"
where the comfortable routine of going to school will
only be a memory. Let's just hope the transition from
studying for a living to working for a living isn't too
difficult.
-Kevin Endejan

Letters to the Editor
honored and humbled to recognize
University President Dr. Jerilyn
Mcintyre and Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Provost, Dr. David Soltz for exemplifying Central Washington
Editor,
University's commitment to
reflecting a student centered in polAt no other moment throughout icy and practice. This union
this academic year, during our between our student government
struggle in areas of service and and university administration
advocacy, have we, the ASCWU harkens a positive and ~xciting
Board of Directors, presented a future of collaboration, cooperamore unified, cohesive, and pas- tion, and mutual respect resulting
sionate representation than in our in synergistic effort to enhance our
recent struggle to retain, traditional campus community and enrich the
substantial and diverse student vot- higher education experience for .
ing privilege within the Faculty Central Washington University stuSenate. Although our collective dents.
powerfully, articulately and intelliThe statements of support
gently illustrates a student perspec- deployed by Dr. Mcintyre and Dr.
tive regarding this issue, the Soltz to faculty senate and our
ASCWU would like to publicly board of trustees were integral to
and officially thank those allies the possibility of success in retainwhose empathetic and student cen- · ing historical student voting privitered approach has been recognized lege in faculty senate and have left
as invaluable and essential to fur- the ASCWU feelin& empowered
ther legitimizing and validating our and auspicious; consequently, we
voice.
sincerely hope that our indebtedIn an official statement . of ness, humility and expression of
thanks and appreciation for noble gratitude compensate for your honefforts exceeding precedence and orable efforts.
expectation,
the Associated
Students of Central Washington
Respectfully and Thankfully,
University's Board of Directors are
C. Nathan Harris

BOD gives thanks
for retaining
traditional voting

°COtJGRATULATIO~~

OtJ ·GRAOUATtNG, UC.RE'S YOUR 81LL...
HWOO-UOO!"*
Cartoon by Chris Furniss
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Letters, Continued
Central students,
the Rodney
Dangerfield's of
Ellensburg
Mr. Morton,
You have·done more to illustrate
my point than I could have in ten letters. I even agree with much of what
you said. But I still don't get it.
I agree there are many ways in
which a student attending college
could enrich· his or her community,
and I freely admit that I haven't even
attempted to contribute to this
bustling little Metropolis (aside from
my money). I even agree that driving drunk through town isn.'t a
good idea. (Astonishing huh?)
However, I have a difficult time
swallowing a plea to enrich a town
that has done everything in it's
power to draw a dividing line
between students and residents.
Yes, there are a few smart asses
who coin one-liners and claim that
Ellensburg would be nor more than a
pee stop on the way to the Gorge
without them, I am proof of that.
And, to your delight, I too will be
leaving soon just like so many other
smart asses who have had enough of
this little podunk. That's exactly the
point too. We always leave. We
leave and you keep taking advantage
of the next crop of students who are
spending loan money to pave your
streets. Try not to forget that this
town has a population somewhere
around 13,000 people and that
roughly 8,500 of them are students.
I am not an Econ major, but I would
venture to say that if you took away
that chunk of people, (65% of the
population) and the revenue they
contribute, this town would look
similar to another small town right
down the road. The only difference
between Kittitas and Ellensburg is
the university and the revenue it provides. So take a drive down to
Kittitas when you have a chance and
take a look at their streets. Nice
town ... with nice dirt roads.
You know, I guess you are right,
Ellensburg is a community. It's just
not mine. Students are transients in
this town and are treated accordingly. Laws are geared specifically to
target students and are also enforced
accordingly. You can make all the
laws you want and you can even shut
the bars down, but the only thing you
will accomplish is a widening of the
gap between the locals and students,
and you won't be able to stop the
partying. You will only waste the
time of the police officers and create
a more volatile situation, which will
inevitably blow up in your face. As
I said, I am leaving this little gas station, so consider this letter a big middle finger to you and all of the people in this town who don't realize
who's paying the light bill. Enjoy
your little truck stop.
Lee Olson

NRHH honors
Central members
Letter to the-editor:
Central Washington's chapter of
National Residence Hall Honorary
(NRHH), an organization that recognizes outstanding scholarship, lead-

ership and participation within the
Residence Hall System, would like
to iden~fy those people that made
this year great.
NRHH is comprised of the top
one-percent of students living on
campus based not only on academics, but also leadership and integrity. This has been a building year for
NRHH, going from only a few members last April, to 20 active members
(those with the distinction of being
in the top one-percent) and 25 honorary and alumni members at the end
of this year. .
At our recent awards picnic, we
thanked members and advisors for
their support this year. Among the
awards were "Tom Ogg Member of
the year" -Jessica Pense; "Stacy
Klippenstein Honarary Member of
the Year"-Krystal Greene and Eric
Radcliffe; "Alumni Member of the
Year"-Jenn Thomas; "Outstanding
Participation" -Jeff
Rosenberry;
"Campus
Leadership" -Karina
Bacica;
"Commitment
to
Recognition"-Terry
Harper;
"President's Award"-Rachel - Mills;
"Vice President's Award"-Katie
Worl and Carlee Lilly; "Secratary's
Award" -Cara Perkins; "Recognition
Coordinator's Award"-Robert Potter
and Mandy Harter. In addition, the
president awarded Bronze Pins, the
highest honor given on the chapter
level, to Jessica Pense, Lorinda
Anderson (of Service Learning),
Rachel Mills and Jennifer Weiss.
We would like to extend our
thanks to the Residence Hall
Association and the Office of
Residence Life for their tremendous
support.· We especially would like to
thank
our advisors,
Stacy
Klippenstein and Tom Ogg. Without
their advice, attention and passion,
would not be able to accomplish
anything. Tom, we will miss you
next year and wish you all the best.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Executive officers of NRHH
Eric Villiers, President
Tricia Rable, Vice President
Jennifer Weiss;
Secrataryffreasurer
Edith Lau,
Recognition Coordinator

Take a bit
of Central
home with
you this
summer by
reading the
Observer '
on line!
Daily updates will
cover: sports,
concerts at the
Gorge, on campus
news and other
important events in
and around
Ellensburg. ·
www.cwLi.edu/-observer
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Regrets·from a graduating senior ·
Don't make the-same mistakes I did while in college

I came to Ellensburg straight out
of high school as a music major, and
I'm leaving four years later with a
journalism major, Russian minor,
half a history major, and a handful of
classes from three other majors I
tried out over my college career.
The only classes I honestly liked
were in the history department. If I
had to do my college career over
again, I would have done what J

wanted to, not what I thought I was
supposed to do. I would have been
an ESL and history teacher. Really.
Not journalism, not international
business, just be a teacher. I would
have saved my parents a lot of
money and a lot of stress on myself.
Some other things I would have
done different are ...

- I would have paid more ·
attention to groups like the
ROTC, because they offer
more than just a free uniform.

- I would have gotten a job,
earned my own income, and
lived wherever and I wanted to.

- I would have realized that
whatever I wanted was really
what was the best thing for me.

- I would have mouthed ·off to
a few teachers instead of cowering in fear of their power over
my grades.

- I would have applied to graduate school a lot earlier.

- I wouldn't have thought
everyone was actually listening
in speech classes.

- I really, really should have
been better at calling back
friends from high school when
they just called to say hi.

- I would have experimented
with psychadelic drugs while
listening to Pink Floyd albums.
(Just kidding about this.one
mom!)
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"When you are completely selfless,
that's when the music happens~"
-Kristin Korb, Central jazz professor

Music professor purs.ues· dream
by Staci Miller

Scene editor
Passion drives some and love
drives others, but passion, love and
music drives Central Washington
University professor K.risten Korb.
Korb, Central's director of jazz
studies, has had a love affair with
music for as long as she can remember and after only two years of teaching at Central, she has decided to take
the next step in her music career.
Last November, Korb released
her CD "Where You'll Find Me" and
between teaching and performing has
somehow found the time to travel
and promote her work.
"Since coming here two years ago
I've been traveling an awful lot,
almost every weekend, and so it's
getting to the point to where (my
career) may be taking off," Korb
said. "I am basically pursuing a performing career and I want to see if I
can get myself on a more national
level."
Korb grew up in Montana where
as a child she began her love of
music. By third grade she was playing the guitar and wnet from there to
the piano to the electric bass and
finally to what she loves most, the
up-right bass.

While living in
San qiego, Korb
met Central music
professor Vijay
Singh,
who
encouraged her to
apply for an open
teaching position
at Central.
"I
was
knocked out by
her talent and by
her personality,"
Singh said.
With
a
Master's degree in
music education,
Korb jumped at
the chance to
teach jazz at the
collegiate level
and to share her
love of music with
aspmng
musicians. But now
the time has come
for Korb to pursue
her own dreams
and aspirations as
a musician.
Though Korb
is ready chase her
own dream of
becoming
a

Joe Whiteside/Observer

Senior trombone brass performance major Nie Rowe
(left) jams with Central's director of jazz studies Kristin
Korb. Korb is leaving at the end of the year to pursue
a career in professional music.

Test-run comedy proves a
success with Central students

Like a Rorschach ink blot test
administered under a heavy dose of
nitrous oxide, David Crowe and Dan
Cummings unleashed their untested,
jivey white-guy humor on an audience completely unprepared for
Saturday Night Live type skits, songs
about pre-pubescent sexual exploration ar~cl the contrast between
English and American diplomacy.
Club Central programmer Kayte
Anchors told me this was a test run
for Crowe and Cummings new act.
"They're really testing the show
out to see if it's funny and if people
like it so they can take it nationally,"
Anchors said. "They came to us and
needed an audience to test it out on."

Moving away from the traditional think about their habit.
one guy standing on stage espousing
Reminding me of a recent trip to
the weird, wacky, fvnny and stupid Sea World, Crowe demopstrated how
things that happen in life, the he gives smokers a taste of their own
comedic duo believed they had the unattractive habit when he's at a bar.
talent and creativity to do sketch
"When I'm in bars around smokcomedy along with stand up.
ers, I just drink like this (takes a drink
First on stage
of water and
to get the audi- - , - , - - - - - - - - - - - - sprays a mist
out of his
ence's funny
They're really
bone warmed
mouth like a
up was Crowe,
testing the ShOW
whale clearing
its blow hole).
whose
high
out to see if it's
brow, distincThen if someone says sometivel_y English
funny. ' '
influenced
thing, I'm just
like, 'What, is
sense of humor
- Kayte Anchors
had a hard ti me
my
second
finding
its
hand beverage
niche with the
pissing you off
young crowd.
or something? Just go outside, your
Crowe said he doesn't get to do shirt will air out," Crowe quipped.
many shows at colleges, but he likes
He went on to tell how after visitthem because he's a non-smoker and ing an aquarium for the day, he went
college campuses are some of the to a nice seafood restaurant, but
only non-smoking clubs he gets to couldn't eat any seafood there
perform in. Despite his disgust with because he knew how the fish were
cigarette smoke, Crowe admires
smokers because they are so assertive
See COMEDY, Page 9
and don't care what other people

nationally known
musician, she will
miss her students
more than anything else.
"I would like
to be able to see
these
students
again and to follow their careers
and just because
I'm leaving doesn't mean I'm
gone," Korb said.
Though Korb
will miss her students, she will be
missed as well.
''I' 11 miss her
positive
demeanor," Eric
Taylor,
senior
music education
major said. "She
came (to class)
everyday wi.th a
smile on her
face."
Students are
not the only ones
who are going to
miss Korb's bright
smile and love for
music.
Fellow

music lover and teacher Vijay Singh
will also miss his friend and coworker.
"I'll miss her personality but
mostly her smile," Singh said. "She
has a wonderful charisma. Her passion is playing."
At the end of the school year,
Korb is planning to move to Los
Angeles to gain the national exposure
she longs for. Looking toward the
future, Korb hopes to some day win a
prestigious Grammy award for her
accomplishments in the music industry. But she does not want the
Grammy to be the end result in her
career.
"(The Grammy) would afford me
the opportunity to do some other
things," Korb said. "Tqe Grammy in
of itself is not that big of a deal but it
would allow me to do some other
things."
For Kristin Korb one chapter in
her life is ending and a new one is
beginning, but she will always know
what she wants out of life.
"I want to play music for my life,"
Korb said. "I want to play with the
best musicians possible. I want to be
able to work with students and
encourage them and encourage others to follow their dreams in whatever field it is."

Pre-sale tickets
available for
,David Spade

www.spadeinamerica.com

_Actor/comedian David
Spade plans to visit
Central this fall.

by Observer Staff

For those students hoping that
Homecoming Weekend will move
back to fall quarter, Central has set a
date for Saturday, Oct. 26 and their

guaranteeing good fun for all. Lined
up as the special guest for the weekend is Saturday Night Live great,
David Spade.
Tickets for this show are hot and
will go on pre-sale for Central
Washington University students only
on Thursday, May 30.
Pre-sale tickets are $20, cash or
check, with student ID at the SUB
Information Booth.
And for those students hoping to
.use up their meal card money before
the end of spring quarter when it all
goes to the pot, here is the solution.
Using their Connection Card, students may purchase a Spade ticket at
the Cats C-Store in Holmes Dining
Hall for $20 with an added charge of
a $2 service fee.
Students, however, are limited to
four tickets per person for the performance. Tickets will be on sale up
until Oct. 26.
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c·OMEDY: Sketch fofmat praised by students
The funniboth comedians
est part of
could get into
Cumming's
some simple cosharvested. Not the funniest topics in
stand up act
tumes
for their
the world, but a good warm-up and
was the two
first
skit.
contrast to the younger and more anisongs he sang
Dungeon masmated Cummings.
telling of his
ters,
a public
Cummings had the audience eatlove
for
access
show for
ing out of his hand from the first
Nintendo and
the
hardcore
minute he took the stage, using
his early expeDungeons
and
feigned psychoses to show his hate
riences with
Dragon
gamer,
for small dogs, Hallmark card stores
the birds and
was the first skit.
and old men in locker rooms.
the bees.
I
remember these
His rant about greeting cards was
Putting
people
at the comhilarious and even though be bought
Adam Sandler
munity
college I
his mom a card for Mothers Day,
to shame with
went
to.
They
Cummings wished the cards at
lyrics
like,
would
sit
in
the
Hallmark were more truthful instead
"Goals
and
corner
of
the
cafeof being sappy, emotional tributes.
ambition from
teria never seem"I want some more realisti~ cards,
me you have
ing
to go to class,
something I can use. Like, 'As each
freed ... When I
but
occasionally
day passes, you grow older and
turn you on I
getting
very upset
weaker. I've been working out,
know what I
about
something
revenge is ·near. Happy Fathers
get, a little bit
called three die 12
Day."
of love and
points of damage.
Growing up in the tiny town of
respect," and
The dungeon
Riggins. Idaho, Cummings didn't
"He-Man loved
masters
-answered
have many experiences with little
Barbie when
a
couple
questions
fluffy dogs whose elderly owners
my sister waswritten
in
by conwere unaware of their true nature.
n't around and
fused
gamers
and
But moving to Spokane and having
sometimes ...
proceeded
to
use
an oldJady next door with a little furMichael Bennett/Observer
G.I. Joe when
word
and
verb
covered ball of hate inspired
Barbie couldn't
combinations that
Cummings to come up with his own
be
found. Comedy team David Crowe (left) and Dan Cummings
I could barely recrevenge.
Pictures
of (right) set Club Central ablaze last Thursday night. The
ognize as English.
"fn my yard instead of some little
women kiss in', duo, who tested their"Saturday· Night Live" style comedy I was unable to
rabid dog or rat or whatever she
rubbin and hugroutine on Central students, will be touring other college stop laughing as
thinks it is, I'm gonna have living
gin each other,
these two porwild some crazy transient named
those were the campuses around the country.
trayed
fantasy
Larry or something. I'm gonna give
pages
that
role-playing
him all the malt liquor he can drink
always seemed to get stuck together." twelve years old were sung to the gamers caught in their fake world.
and leave him in the yard,"
After tales of debauchery at audience, a short break was taken so
"Our second question comes from
Cummings fumed.

Continued from page 8

Write ·for the
Observer
next fall!
Sign up for
·COM 468

Wilco, who is a sixth level cleric
from Saint Cloud, Minnesota. He
asks, "Dear Dungeon Masters, who
is hotter Latvia, high priestess of the
fourth level hilgard or Britney
Spears?"
They proceeded to discuss and
argue the hotness of an elfin princess
(Latvia) and Spears, with Latvia garnering an 18 o~ a 20-sided die, with
Spears only getting a r7.
Thankfully their subsequent skits
didn't involve technical science fiction, fantasy and get-a-life terminology to both confuse and induce jocularity in the audience.
Six more skits were performed
including an opera style Kentucky
Fried Chicken interaction between a
customer and counter person.
Peppered with sexuai innuendo possible only when talking about -chicken breasts and thighs, I was glad my
mom wasn't there.
Another skit featured a blind
manager grilling his employee about
poor work performance while the
employee farts in his manager's face,
pretends to hit him with a guitar and .
performs just about every other silent
show of disrespect.
Cummings and Crowe put on a
great show filled with the laughs students have come to expect from the
performers at Club Central.
Their creativity and variation
from the normal 45 minutes of oneman . laughs was a welcome change .
and one that will serve them well as
they tour other clubs and college
campuses across the country.

TEXTBOOK
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Spiderman spins golden web

Have a

·super
summer
and be
.super
safe!!!

Spider-Man's character has come
· out of his comic book action-hero
era and into virtual reality in the fanciful hit movie "Spider-Man."
Tobey Maguire ("Cider House
Rules," "Pleasantville") played the
part of Peter Parker, an insecure
loner who was raised by relatives in
N:ew York City. He must battle with
his superhero powers and his intense
emotions for Mary Jane Watson, the
love of his life, played by Kirsten
Dunst ("Crazy Beautiful," "Get
Over It").
Consider a sequence early in the
film: Parker is bitten by a mutant
spider and soon discovered he had
new powers. He was overwhelmed

THE 6AEAT
BUSTFEST

PAPER MACHE

and had to learn to appropriately use
them. He went to bed skinny and
scrawny and woke up with muscles.
The movie showed him becoming
aware of these facts, but frightened
by them at the same time. He
learned how to spin and toss webbing, and found that he could make
enormous leaps, jumping from one
rooftop to another, whooping with
joy.
Maguire's body size was average, unlike most action-heroes who
have bulging muscles. Instead,
Spider-Man had amazing attributes
but looked like an every day average
guy.
He played the part remarkably
well, which was surprising because
of ~is physical makeup. He learned
how to use his powers and soon
found a way to develop into SpiderMan.
Throughout the movie he had to
overcome many obstacles as SpiderMan and as Peter Parker.
The other super-being in the
movie is the Green Goblin, SpiderMan s number one enemy, played by
Willem Dafoe, ("American Psycho",

"Reckoning") who surfed the skies
in jet-shoes. He seemed like a drawing being moved quickly around the
screen with an- amazing form of
locomotion. He resembled a hightech action figure with a hard exterior shell and a mouth that doesn't
move. Spider-Man must find a way
to beat the Goblin, who is trying ·to
destroy the city.
Another obstacle Spider-Man
had to overcome was the bad name
the press has given to him. The city
began to see Spider-Man as a bad
guy. By defeating the Green Goblin,
and saving the city, he was able to
gain back his good name as SpiderMan, friendly neighborhood hero.
Peter Parker had been in love
with Mary Jane for years and tried to
find a way to get her to notice him
without revealing his true identity as
Spider-Man. She thought she was in
love with Spider-Man but became
more aware of her feelings she had
for Parker.
Dunst's performance in SpiderMan was great, as in all her films.
She played the part of a lower-class
city girl trying to make a future for

herself, despite all of the hardships
in her life. She had a verbally abusive father who told her she would
never amount to anything. She also ·
did an outstanding job playing the
damsel in distress that waits for her
hero to save her.
The effects were great in this film .
as they were completely computerized to make it as close to the comic
book scenes as possible. His moves
were identical to the moves in the
comic book, as were the leaps and
jumps he made.
The origin of the story was well
told, and the characters will not disappoint anyone who values the original comic books. The plot was purposely close to the original story in
the comic series.
Stan Lee, the creator of SpiderMan, was the executive producer of
the movie and made this possible.
He did a great job keeping the story
line and the events accurate.
This was a great entertaining
action-hero movie with a twist of a
love story, making it a more realistic
movie for every one of all ages to
enjoy.

Wind down the year at Gustfest with music,
food and fun activities for the whole family

RAFFLE
WINNER TAKES ALU
PRIZES INCLUDE:
ASEASON PASS Ta
MISSION RIOBE

by La.uren McKean

Staff reporter
The third annual Gustfest is
blowing into town this Saturday.
The festival has developed into
Ellensburg's traditional celebration
to get the summer fun going and to
bring the school year to a close.
"It's an eclectic assortment of
people in the community getting
together to put on an alternative,
artsy kind of day," Lisa Capels, sec-
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AND GIFT CERTIFICATES FROM:

RECYCLE BICYCLE SHOP
$100 VALUE ·
SALON FENIX
$300 VALUE
JERRDL'S BOOK & SUPPLY
$300 VALUE
NDBLE FARRIERS
$300 VALUE
DSM COFFEE
$270 VALUE
MEAOD\./LARK FARM
$120 VALUE
CHCI
$50 VALUE

retary on the executive board for
Gustfest: said.
Saturday, June I, is the set date
for the festivities, located on Pine
Street. It is a celebration set aside
for the community of Ellensburg to
enjoy music, arts and crafts, a
parade, vendors selling their wares,
competitions and the initiation of
summer.
Scheduled for the weekend
before finals week kicks off,
Gustfest is meant to provide enjoy-

ment for the entire town, including
Central Washington University students as well as the locals.
"We planned it this way so that
people can get used to it as a big
street party to kick off the summer,"
Capels said.
The brainstorming of Capels and
Mark Holloway brought about the
first of Gustfest two years ago.
They felt the lack of students taking
advantage of downtown and decided
to providy an opportunity for the

community to turn the trend around.
Musical talent entertaining on
three different stages will include
Absolute Elsewhere, The Dusty
45's,
Jason
Trachtenburg,
Subdwellers, Laura Veirs & the
Drunken Whiskey Choir, The
Briefs, Bicycle, Pedro the Lion, and
Clinton Fearon & Boogie Brown
Band.
Their base locations will be
located on three different stages
around town.
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Appreciation BBQ

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
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Thursday, May 30 4:45pm-7:00pm
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Jerrol 's • Salon Fenix
· D & M Coffee Downtown
Rodeo Records
Chamber of Commerce Office
Meadow Lark Farm
Gustfest - during the event
All proceeds go to funding
GustFest 2002.
Winner will be chosen during
GustFest 2002, Winner need not
be present to win, but does get
the right to break open the cow.
For more information about this
raffle and the GustFest event
visit our website at
www. gustfest. com
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BBB New York Loin

NOW GET A JOB!
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Garden Burgers
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Baked Beans
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Comedy- Every Thursday@? :30 $4 or $3
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Corn on the Cob

w/Student l.D.
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Get your $5.00 ticket -at these
locations:

CLASS OF 2002

Fresh Watermelon
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BBQ Chicken

Sourdough Rolls

Every Thursday-Karaoke

Strawberry Shortcake

Featuring D.J. Daz

CD

~

1- "'.
'le J'now playing Hip-Hop, Dance, & Top 40 .J
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The Oakrail has made a change

Wednesdays are Ladies Night- $2 Well Drinks for Ladies

ON BARTO LAWN

"BIG TENT" EVENT

Full Kitchen- Serving Breakfast thru Dinner

O.akrail Bar & ·Grill
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No Doubt's latest ~ffort proves·to
be·anything but 'hella good'
treat when purchasing the
"Rock Steady" CD because it
includes the mu.sic video for
"Hey Baby," which can be
accessed from y.our home computer. Also included is footage
from the making of the album,
interviews with lead singer,
Gwen Stefani, and the band and
a screen saver.
In No Doubt's latest album,
the band returns to its roots of
new wave/ska music in "Don't
No Doubt's latest release, "Rock Let Me Down." Inspired by
Steady," starts off on the right track· Jamaican influence in this
with chart topping hits "Hey Baby" album, the band combines ska
and "Rella Good." The release of with reggae beats in "Start the
upbeat tempo "Hey Baby" had listen- Fire." The slow tempo song
ers humming along to its catchy. "Underneath It All" features
lyrics in no time.
reggae beats, which sound oddly
"Rella Good" is one of those feel- enough like a Sublime s~ng.
good songs which make a person
"Rock Steady" has its perks,
want to get up and start dancing. but for the most part suffers
"Hella Good" is just the song college from the same downfalls as No
students need to celebrate spring Doubt's 1995 release, "Tragic
quarter coming to an end.
Kingdom." The only hits from
"Hey Baby" lovers are in for a "Tragic Kingdom" were "I'm Just A

qet really
forfi:naCs
.witli a

I

No Doubt's new release
"Rock Steady"
Available at Rodeo Records
Girl," "Spiderwebs," and "Don't
Speak." The same holds true for

Where .wlill you
live •his fall1

M.JISS.JI_~!
- Central's Fall Enrollment is the
Ellensburg
Highest in a Decade
Massage Therapy
Mary Call LMP
• Relieve Stress
• Pecrease Pait1
+lt1crease Flexibility

Rent today

"Rock Steady," where "Hey
Baby" and "Rella Good" are
the only songs worth listening
to throughout the entire album.
No Doubt experiments
with _slow- and fast tempos,
along with a combination of
reggae, ska, and alternative
rock beats in its !~test album.
The problem? There are too
many beats mixed into each
song, creating an overload of
unwelcome noise.
No Doubt titled the album
after the track "Rock Steady,"
but overlooked the fact that the
song constitutes as anything
but rock. The band 'rocked'
way too steady in this song,
with a tempo as slow as it gets,
making listeners want to fall
asleep. This song could have
real potential if the band were
to pump up the tempo a few
notches.
The only rock songs on the
entire album are "Rella Good" and

"Platinum Blonde Life." If it's a rock
image No Doubt was going for in this
album, the band should have named
it after one of these two songs.
Stefani and the artist formally
known as Prince sing back and forth
in "Waiting Room," and their vocal
combination is horrible. Stephani
sings about her lover and Prince's
weak, high-pitched voice just does
not work in the song. Prince would
have been better off thinking up a
new symbol for his artist name,
rather than wasting his time on this
song. It is a good thing this track is
second to last on the album so listeners do not end up throwing it in the
trash, as garbage.
Except for "Hey Baby" and
"Hella Good," No Doubt's latest
album was a let down.
Unless you are a die-hard fan of
No Doubt and feel the need to add
these songs to your music collection,
my advice is save the extra $16 for
something worthwhile such as a night
out on the town.

LEAVE WITHOUT IT
When you graduate and seek employment, the only record you
want to take with you is your degree. If your college experience
includes a criminal conviction for MIP, noise violation or other
crime, you want to leave with a clean slate.
If you successfully completed misdemeanor probation at least 3 years
ago, or DV or felony probation at least S. years ago ( 10 years for class

B felonies), and have not subsequently been convicted of a crime,
you may be eligible to have a conviction vacated from public records.
For all purposes, including applications for employment, you are lawfully entitled to state that you have never been convicted of that crime.
(DUls, Class A and violent felonies and certain other crimes can
never be vacated from criminal records.)

University Place Apartments
To determine eligibility to clear a criminal conviction call or visit

*S<PECI.Jf.£ *
·17001()0( $35

University Park Apartments

www.washrecord.com
PAUL T. FERRIS
Attorney at Law

j.f.!O Reecer Creek Road

925-4774

96!-M!+

ptferris@washrecord.com

Valid thru AMIS Week 611101.

No charge for telephone or E-mail inquiry.
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Garbage hits Moore d-ancing

Every rock concert has its own
feel, its own make-up. It's hard to
mistake a Garbage concert.
Last Friday, May 24, Seattle's
Moore Theater got a make over. With
Scottish rocker Shirley Manson's·
group Garbage about to hit the stage,
those attending marked the occasion
with dyed pink, dirty hair, dark clothing and three-inch long goatees.
Manson and drummer Butch Vig are
as iconic with their image in modern
rock as they are with their music.
During its six-year history of performing and recording, Garbage has
never failed to entertain and keep
critics guessing. This is not surprising, considering it boasts two o:verachieving guitarists, one ·legendary

rock producer (Vig), and a
would kick her legs facing the deep mellow voice. After that, he
crowd, . as though she were continued to dance around the stage
hot-headed, Scottish rebel
conducting some on-air work- with Manson, clapping his hands in
not afraid to voice her opin, ion at any cost.
out pr~gram. By the erid of the the air while Matt Chamberlain, sitconcert, everyone was ready in drummer, kept the beat.
"It's good to be in this
to registef for Manson's army.
Opening band, Abandoned Pools,
beautiful city that reminds
Along with the dance, hip- was just as entertaining. Next to
me so much of home,"
hop rock, techno sound of Travis, it's one of the better opening
Manson said.
Garbage, concert goers were bands I've seen. Its success is owed
Garbage followed rts
also treated to well-polished to_ frontman, Tommy Walker, a powopening band; Abandoned
stage antics. The charisma, erhouse vocalist with blond '80s hair
Pools, shortly after 9 p.m.
especially between Manson and a whiny voice like Billy Corgan.
The theater went black as
and guitarist Duke Erickson,
To sum up Abandoned Pools'
four figures ran onto the
was fun to watch. At times sound, it's much like the ambiance of
stage. It was easy to tell
these two would banter back Smashing Pumpkins mixed in the
which one was Manson. She
and forth, seeming forget they with crude edge of Nirvana and
'was the one bouncing and
had a show to do, but the fans Soundgarden. Don't forget the
kicking, excited to greet her
· turntables, Rhodes keyboard and
didn't mind.
fans, and running for her
The two showstoppers of electronic flashes for extra flare.
cordless mic. When she hit
the evening were "I Would Abandoned Pools kept the audience
center stage, the strobe light
0arbage razzles and dazzles fans last Die For You" and an early intrigued by its constant change in
quickly attached to her. The
radio hit, "Only Happy When genres.
crowd went wild.
Friday at Seattle's Moore Theater.
The highlight of their set was the
It Rains." "I Would Die For
The group began with
You,"
a
slow
romp
through
delightful
and inspriring "Sunny
"Push It," a highlight track
Manson was dressed down milioff their sophomore release, "Version tary style, wearing a tight white tank techno-dance heaven recorded for Day," one of the great tracks off their
2.0." The song did a great job of top, black combat boots, blue and . the Romeo and Juliet soundtrack, new release "Humanistic," which
pumping up the crowd with it's gray camouflage pants, a white belt kept the energy bubbling. And "Only critics are raving about.
Walker's knack for irony was
"push it" chant chorus and looped and a pocket chain. Even though the Happy When It Rains," the final song
chorus from the Beach Boys' "Don't Moore stage was quite small com- of the evening, invited the energy to humorous.
"Go to your record store and
Worry Baby," which also helped. to pared to most stages, there was still explode. Vig, in one of the funniest
alleviate the darker edge left linger- ample room for Manson's petite fig- moments of the evening, took the we're right next to ABBA," Walker
ing by Abandoned Pools.
ure to dance around. At times, she mic and sang a couple verses in 'his told the audience.

Acoustic rock spices.up Dugout.
by Ashley Edwards
Staff reporter
Music filled the air in Tomassito's
on Wednesday, May 22, as local
musician James Dunning put on a
one-hour show for all of Tomassito's
dinner patrons. During breaks in the
set "order up" was shouted out to the
a.udience to come get their food.
Although Dunning had an interesting sound, it had no variation,
with the majority of his songs sounding similar.
His stage presence was~'t really
there and that kept most of the crowd
from getting into his . performance.
Had I only heard one or two of
Dunning's songs I probably would
have enjoyed it more, but the Jack of
variation made. the show less entertaining.
However. not everyone was
unimpressed by the music. Melissa
Newman has seen Dunning perform

,V

in the past and really enjoyed his
show.
"He's very talented and I would
try to go to any of his future shows,"
Newman said.
After the show I got the chance to
sit down and talk to Dunning. Since
moving to the area in February he
became serious about performing.
He has been writing songs and
recording them for the past two and a
half years but he didn't want to start
doing shows until he released a CD.
In his spare time Dunning helps
out with the music ministry at SALT.
· This gives him the chance to be in
the spotlight or stay in the background and help out.
"I get my weekly music show,"
Dunnin said. "I don ' t always lead, I
try to help out and not get in the
way
Dunning had been involved with
a band in Texas and things had been
much more hectic. He felt like there

·n!'s.
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Web survey
winners named

$50

vaf'e Ofeek

Dr~~.it'

Singer/songwriter James Dunning performed last
Wednesday at Totnasitto's pizzar!a for a crowd of hungry music lovers.

Please donate blood-plasma.
Thousands of people need your blood-plasma donation today
.
We'll pay you
for your first 2 donations.
Please call 457-7878 or stop by 502 W. Nob .Hill Blvd.

INN~

A((tliemc rooms Jiavc J11c11::;:i3, Down co·u~(orters,

Michael Bennett/Observer

We'll pay for your donation!

. "We always enjoy our stay at the Inn. Its a
great Inn & the hospitality is the best ever!
We'll see you again.""' (Yakima, WA.)

t

was almost an urg~ncy to perform.
Now Dunning says he is able to perform when he wants. He does not
feel the pr~ssure and urgency anymore so it makes. the writing easier.
"I try to write music that I want to
listen to," Dunning said.
Dunning enjoys music from
artists such as Counting Crows and
The Dave Matthew's Band. He
appreciates the fact that they write
about things that matter to them and
that are meaningful.
"I like to make my music mean- .
ingful and I try to be positive/'
Dunning said.
Although I wasn't very impressed
with the entire sbow there still was
some potential in Dunning's songs.
With some variation in his music,
Dunning could become a very entertaining performer.
Don't forget to come and check
out Papa John's Coffeehouse next
fall. It should be a great line-up.
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· Saving lives ... one donation at a time.

Desautel
Hege .
Commun·ications has conducted a
random, computerized drawing of
those who participated in the CWU
Branding Survey and CWU Web
Survey. And the winners are ...

Cannell Mini-Storage

Branding Survey Winners

962-4630

Dana Lashbau-DVD player
Rich Villacres-palm pilot
Terry Lamberte-Talkabout

• It's Fenced
• It's Paved
• It's Secure
• It's Reasonable
1011 Cascade·Way Largest. Storage In Town

Open 7 Days a week

Web Survey Winners

Kenneth Miller-PVD player
Loretta Graves-palm.pilot
Brandon Lane-Talkabout
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Two cowboys headed to rodeo finals

m

PAGE 14

w~ek in history:
On May 28, 1957 baseball owners agreed to
move
the
Brooklyn
Dodgers and New York
Giants to Los Angelos
and San Francisco,
respectively.

This

The sports year in· review

Joe Whiteside/Observer

(Clockwise from top left) Senior catcher Brandon Templer peers into the
Wildcat dugout for a sign from the coach. Freshman defensiveback Rocky
Martinez pushes up the field after an interception. Freshman jumper Lea Tiger
comes oh so close to clearing the high jump bar. Junior catcher Natalie
Kamieniecki watches teammate Jill Mccarthey make a play at first base.
Senior Justin Thompson powers the ball up to the hoop. Senior Jenny Dixon
- throws up a running hook shot.
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Say what?

Thumbs down

·Thumbs up
Central Athletics

Mike Hamp.ton, Rockies RHP

Now, what sport is this?

Central Washington University athletics
finished second in the
race for the first Great
Northwest
Athletic
Conference All-Sports
competition title. The
Wildcats were second
to
Western
Washington,
and
were aided to the victory by points accumulated during the season
by all teams. Central achieved the title despite
not winning a league title this year. The
Wildcats were helped by a late season winning
streak by the baseball team and a second place
finish from the girls' basketball team.

Hampton's
been in the
hamper ever
since signing
an eight-year
deal worth
$121 million
with the
Colo. rad o
Rockies in
2000. Since
cashing the
c h e c k ,
www.google.com
Hampton has .compiled a 5.68 ERA,
almost two more earned runs per game
than his career mark of 3.83.

"If you'
can't make the
putts and can't
get the man in
from 'second in
the bottom of
the ninth,
you're not
going to win
enough football games in
this league,
www.google.com
and that's the
problem we had today." - Sam Rutigliano,
Cleveland Browns coach, on why his team
lost.

A leg up
Jeff Skiba, Skyline High
School
The senior
high jumper, and
world
record
holder, won the
3A state championship in the
event
on
Saturday at Star
Track in Tacoma.
He set the world
record when
www.seattletimes.com
he
jumped
6' 10". Skiba was born without a right fibia,
resulting in the loss of his right leg at the knee
when he was one year old.

Two rodeo members
headed to Wyoming
by Sarah Williams
Staff reporter
Three members of Central
Washington.University's Rodeo Club
competed in the College Rodeo
Championship Series over the weekend, and all· of them qualified for a
spot to compete in the College
National Final Rodeo on June 11-15.
This is an exciting time for these
cowboys because they will be competing as one of the top 12 individuals in the Northwest region.
Junior James Whitescarver took
11th place without even having to
ride. ~II seveR days of the rodeo. He
unfortunately won't be able to attend
the Final Series in Casper, Wyo. due
to obligations set up priof to the
event standings.
"He is very disappointed that he
will not be .able to attend this,
because he had really worked hard to
get to this level of game," team advisor Kay Davis said.

So this will cut down the size of ·
the Central team from three to two
members. This gives Central only
have one chance for the top spot,
because they too are in a two-man
event.
The team's two ropers, healer
Casey Smith and header Jason
Buchanan, paired up to take second
place in team roping.
"These two do incredible as a
team, and have a great shot at winning the Northwestern championship
in team roping even if they come in
second or third in one of the rounds,"
Davis said.
They will have two runs to qualify and then the two times are combined, to make a final score. The duo
is given two chances to place a high
score; each chance is c·alled a go
around. There will be a combination
of times from each of the go arounds.
They could win one of the go
arounds and place first, then the
overall run in the end would be an

outstanding score.
"At the Finals, they will take the
best 12 to go to the·actual final championship round called the Short Go
Championship," Davis said. "Then
·the rest that didn't place 12 or higher
will go home. So we have to do well
to get in this position." ·
The team is set to leave after
completing their academic finals
next week, on June 7. They will not
know what day or time they are competing until the draw takes place
sometime around June 7. This will .
determine the actual schedule for the
event.
"The guys usually like to go early
on in the performance to set the standard," Davis said. "They are really
confident and like to put the pressure
on the other competitors."
At Nationals, they will be competing for scholarships of up to
$35,000. First to tenth place teams
and individuals will be eligible for
the prize money.

Youngsters to get fit over
summer at Central camp Cheer squad
headed- to China

by Matthew McManus
Staff reporter

For one week during every summer, the playing fields next to
Nicholson Pavilion are filled with
kids from the ages of six to 14.
The Physical Education department has put on the Physical
Education Summer Camp every
summer for the last fourteen years,
bringing in an abundance of first
through eighth graders.
Physical Education· professor
Steve Jefferies has been the man
behind the scenes, organizing and
staffing the camp.
This is no typical summer camp.
Youngsters are given a wi.de variety
of activities to choose from.
Instructors try to get the kids to be
active while having a good attitude
and remaining safe.
"We try to cater to the kid's ages
and encourage excitement about
moving and getting fit," said codirector, Dr. Kirk Mathias. "It's a
· great expecience and we never have a

problem filling up spots."
The activities offered at the camp
include: swimming, fencing, bowling, river rafting, unicycling, golfing,
snorkeling, archery, team games,
juggling, karate, weight training, racquet sports, rock climbing, hiking
and much more. The camp offers
something to all interest groups, so
every kid is able to find something he
or she likes.
Campers are introduced to activities such as archery, fencing or unicycling which provides ah alternative to activites foun.d in PE classes.
Per grade level, 20 participants
are allowed. Campers have the
choice of being a day participant, a
day/evening participant or an
overnight participant.
The summer camp runs from July
22-26 and costs between $140 to
$27 5 based on grade level and length
of camper's stay.
The camp includes all skill levels
and is designed for all levels of interest. There are no awards given out at
the end showing who is best, but

instead every camper receives acertificate for participating. At the end
of the week, each grade level performs an activity showing parents
and guests what they have learned.

Dates .and rates
luly 22nd - 26th
Grades 1-4
meet 08:30am - 5:00pm
Grades 5-8 day campers meet
08:30am - 8:00 pm, overnight
campers have an additional
evening p·rogram.

Day participant
$140.00 (grades 1-4 only)

Day plus evening
$185.00 (grades 5-6)
$195.00 (grades 7-8)

Overnight
$265.00 (grades 5-6)
$275.00 (grades 7-8)

by Duane Shimogawa
Staff reporter

Hatfield quickly took charge and
contacted the Fruit Commission vice
president for international marketNot many people get the opportu- ing, Eric Melton and after speaking
nity to travel for free, let alone over- with him, the trip was a go.
sees for the cost of a copy of a Penny
"It's a great opportunity for the
Saver.
squad to experience a different culThe
Centrai
Washington ture and at the same time get to know
University cheer squad will go to- one another better," Hatfield said.
China for an all-expense paid. trip,
With stops in both Hong Kong
which includes a $300 stipend each, arid Taipei, the team will perform
while staying in luxury hotels, and three 29-minute cheers for six days
receiving guided sightseeing tours. d1:1ring their two-week visit in July.
Interestingly ·enough, the squad
The 12-member squad comprised of
six freshmen, five sophomores, and will attempt to convert some of their
one sen~or will attempt to capture the cheers into cherry oriented programs.
attention of the East.
·
Although language seems to be the
Central cheer coach Kathy' . biggest barrier when traveling to forHatfield received the handsome invi- eign countries, the Central cheer
tation from the Washington State team has a special Chinese cheer up
Fruit Commission.
Central's their sleeves.
Executive-in-Residence professor
"I'm ecstatic about going to
Bill Woods originally came to the China, I've never been there and I
squad for the possibility of going to just want to see all of the great sites,
China to help promote its new crop while learning the culture,""freshman
of Washington cherries.
Jennifer Flones said.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES
50+ VEARS _IN BUSINESS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$13-14.5<> BASE-APPT. (DEPENDING ON LOCATION)
FLEXIBLE HOURS, FT & PT OPENINGS_AVAILABLE
SOME INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
CONDITIONS APPLY
NO DOOR TO DOOR OR TELEP.HONE SALES
FUN WORK -ENVIRONMENT. ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
APPLY NOW FOR WORK STARTING AFTER FINALS!!!

Beaverton (503) 892-5737
Portland
(503) 771-9931
Everett
(425) 438-8878
Kent/Fed.Way (253} 840-0109
Wenatchee (509) 662-5435
Olympia
(360) 236-0944
Tacoma
(253} 983-0170
Seattle
(206) 362-1751

'94 JEEP WRANGLER. Black,
86k miles, snow tires, new soft top.
Runs Great. $5900, obo .925-5664
'85 CHRYSLER LASER XE
TURBO. 86,000 miles, AC, CD,
power everything, sunroof, voice
monitoring system. Comes w/ two
studded tires.- $1500, OBO.
962-8826
1994 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE,
excellent shape 155,000 miles with
rebuilt trani, new water pump, new
brakes, comes with snow tires/
wheels $5900 O.B.0. 201-1073
NEVER BEEN USED BEFORE.
Bazooka subwoofer $250. OBO
Titanium PPI speakers built in
tweeters $100. OBO Daybed in
excellent condition. $100.
Call 933-4451.
MOUNTAIN BIKE GT
BORREGO with a new butt
friendly seat. $275. Nice Bike.
Awesome Price. 963-7143
SAVE! ON MY USED BUSINESS
EDUCATION Textbooks. Leave
message for Randall at (509) 9334828 Ellensburg.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS FOR
SALE: Green velvet hideabed,
$200; burgundy leather chair, $100;
coffee table $5; kitchen table, $10;
lamP., $5; end table, $10. Or best
offer. 509-962-3720
CALIFORNIA KING SNAKE:
Male, Black and white, 4 years old,
20 gal tank, all equipment, $80.
933-4603
DJ TURNTABLE SET: 1 Gemini
turntable, I Neumark, 1 Stanton
mixer, 100 vinyls. $400 obo. Call
Ian 509-933-4603
GARDEN? CUSTOM SHEDS
for your garden, storage or? Wood
fencing too! 899-3208

SENIOR SALE! 55 gallon acrylic
fish tank $120 obo. Fat Bob
snowboard - never been used, $100,
oho/trade. Burton 153, used, no
bindings, $25. Wakeboard Waketech
Flight 69, $75. Brand new scooter,
800 miles, best way to get around
campus, easy parking, $1400.
Portable dunk hoop, $70. 30 gallon
acrylic reptile tank, aU the gizmos
and gadgets included, $50.
933-3437
STUDENTS, TEACHERS,
EVERYONE! MCI Worldcom
Long Distance at4-l/4 cents per
minute. Includes a free 800 line.
Also: Internet Service, Dish
Network,Cingular Cell Ph~nes, &
More! Exciting Business
Opportunity Too!
1-888-216-9681 then 2531 # 5;30

NEED 2 ROOMMATES: Summer
and Beyond. $250/month + 113
utilities, cable and phone. $200
deposit. 1 block from campus. Front
yard/Back yard. Washer/Dryer. -Call
925-5750
ROOMMATE WANTED MALE
OR FEMALE Moving fee, $300
per month, plus utilities. Please call
962-8460.
CHEAP RENT! For private room in
fully furnished home. NS. Ten
minute walk to CWU. 925-1699,
evenings. Ref. Req.
OLDER TEACHER CERTIFICATION CANDIDATE SEEKS
QUIEThousing situation beginning
June 2002~ Willing to commute.
Please contact Brian Bailey (509) 6870471 PO Box 822 Manson, WA 98831
. Email: rtorstenson@yahoo.com

NEVER BEEN USED BEFORE.
Bazooka subwoofor w/built in amp.
APT FOR RENT Large 2 bedroom
$250. OBO. Titanium PPI speakers ·
in Ryegate Square. Spacious living
built in Tweeters $100. OBO.
room, big bath, private patio with
Daybed in excellent condition. $100.
yard. Great for social gatherings!
Entertainment center Brand new
Rent is $560/month, available end of
$200. Sega Genesis/Sega CD
June. Call 933-2283.
included, 2 controlers and 24 games.
$60.00 Call 933-4451
· HOUSE FOR RENT: Male
student in newer 4 bedroom, 2 bath
house close to CWU, has 2-3 rooms
WAVELESS WATERBED 4
available for rent for 2002-03 school
SALE: Huge, waveless california
yeaqr. $250/month + utilities. No
king size waterbed. Tons of
smoking, no pets. Call 206-949storage space in headboard
1696, or email
and draws underneath bed!
marcie@marciemaxwell.com
Call 962-1716 $229 obo

ANYONE WHO RENTS NUMBER 82 in University Park apartments, which has two bedrooms, one
bath and a creekside view, will get
two hundred dollars off their first
three months rent. Thi·s is provided
that they rent it in June, if they rent
in July only the first two months and
if in August only the first month.
Gall (509)933-2563.

NEWER 3 BEDROOM HOUSE,
2 baths, dbl garage, w/d, only two
blocks to CWU. No pers. Year
lease - parent co-sign. Deposit
$900, rent only $960. 425-743-7253
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?! Nice
place at University Park. Reduced
Rent Available Summer Quarter,
June 15 thru Aug. 30. Lots of
advantages. 899-3208.

.Eugene
Bend
Kitsap Co.
Bellingham
Vancouver
Bellevue
Yakima

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED!
Achieve total control over your time
and finances. Start yout own homebased business.representing the #1
health technologies in Japan. 26year old multi-billion dollar global
corporation offers international
distributorships and record-breaking
residual incomes. If you're
ambitious, coachable and willing to
work hard, we can train you to earn
a 6-figure annual income. This may
be the business you've been looking
for. Let's talk! Call 925-4602 or
929-1847 for an interview.
ACADEMIC EDITING SERVICES will proof your class papers
quickly, accurately and at very
affordable rates. ESL students
welcome! For more info, call 9252381 or visit http://
www.geocities.com/ankara 1402/
proofing.html .s130
NEW COMPUTER .LAB LOOKING FOR STUDENTS who need
practicum and internship hours to
help monitor & run computer
programs. Call Ellensburg Youth &
Community Center at 925-8604.
SUMMER JOBS AT THE
BEACH! Cannon Beach Christian
Conference Center. (503) 436-1.501,
www.cbcc.net E-mail:
cbcc@seasurf.com s19
SUMMER JOBS AT CAMP
KILLOQUA. Spend your summer
working with kids at our beautiful
185 acr~ camp near Everett, WA.
Positions available: Counselor,
Lifeguard, Horse Director, and
Special Needs Coordinator. Call
425 258 5437 or visit
www.campfireusasnohomish.org/
campjobs.
MOUNTAIN BIKE GT
BORREGO New seat $275 Great
bike, Awesome Price963-7 l 43

(541) 302-3042
(541) 382-4555
(360) 692-7550
(3_6 0) 756-1911
(360) 573-1868
(425) 883-3189
(509) 469-3520

FRAT~RNITIES

SORORITIES
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.cam12usfundraiser.com
LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY Rec., Ed., Health/PE,
FCSC majors who enjoy working
with youth and need practicum and
internship hours. Offers flex-ible
hours, make your own schedule.
Contact Ellensburg Youth &
Comunity Center at 925-8604
FREE TUTORING: Wildcat
Tutoring Service.every Monday and
Wednesday evening, 7 to 10 pm in.
Studio East dining hall. Help in
Psychology, Math, Science and
Writing Skills.
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL/
BARTENDING.
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 192 s130
CONSIDERING ADOPTION?
Loving co1,Jple will nurture your
special baby with a lifetime of love,
family, hugs and kisses, and lots of
laughter. Call Pamela and Jeff TollFree: 1-866-412~7526
LOVING CHRISTIAN COUPLE,
BIG BROTHER AND SISTER
longing to adopt newborn. Call
RaeAn and Todd 877.270.7650 or
Marlene at Bethany Christian
800.733.4604
www.completingthefamily.com
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.Looking for something
·
Special?

-

.

... okay, we admit il We just used this guysface to get your attention.

Now come see something
really special Gt University Court.
It's Unique.
It's Relaxed.
It's New.

TWO bedrooms, TWO full baths. Built~in computer desks. TWO closets in each bedroom.
·Great clubhouse, tanning salon·and the coolest laundry-mat in town!

Energy efficient, designer t~uches and quality throughout.

It's High Tech.

Ultra high speed T1 internet connection availabale in each unit. .

It's Affordable.

Just a better place at the right price: LESS$$ THAN THE DORMS!

COME ON BYAND CHECK US OUT.

